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‘Tahoe
is being
thrashed’

Locals around the lake organize
‘Roundabout Rally’ at 5 sites
Cheyanne Neuffer

Special to the Sierra Sun
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Kings Beach Clean Vibes Crew cleanup is 8-10 a.m. Mondays at Kings Beach State Recreation Area, fueled by doughnuts and coffee.

Power of the People
How locals are taking to beaches to clean up litter left by visitors

Michelle Gartner

Special to the Sierra Sun

C

itizens throughout
history have stepped
up to protect one of
the clearest lakes in
the world, Lake Tahoe. Around
the turn of the 20th century,
John Muir, along with others,
lobbied for over 30 years to
designate Lake Tahoe as a National Park.
With the 1960s came the
loss of 50% of the Rowland’s
Marsh, Lake Tahoe’s largest
filter. According to a UC Davis
report, the last time Lake Tahoe
clarity measurements averaged
over 100 feet was 1968.

... there could be as
many as 60 million
people entering the
Tahoe basin each
year ... These visitors
have likely brought
a few water bottles
along for their trip.
By the ’90s the Environmental Protection Agency had
given the Truckee River, Lake
Tahoe’s only outlet, the rating of
“polluted.”
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A Dumpster at an apartment complex on Salmon Avenue, one
block off the beach in Kings Beach, overflows to the ground
with an adjacent chair, though there is no pick-up for large
household items.

Appliances, Mattresses, Generators
Lawn and Garden, Exercise Equipment
Please Protect Our Community - Wear a Mask

SOUTH LAKE TAHOE — Josh Lease is fed
up with the trash and the constant stream of
tourists flowing into Lake Tahoe during the coronavirus pandemic.
“Tahoe is being thrashed,” said Lease, a 20-year
South Lake Tahoe resident.
Lease said he was triggered and wanted to
raise awareness after seeing local beaches being
littered with garbage. He wrote an initial Facebook post on Aug. 9 detailing his frustration with
the trash problem and the amount of people
coming into Tahoe.
“I wanted to see if anyone was feeling the same
way that I was,” Lease told the Tahoe Daily Tribune. “Why is every day a holiday in Tahoe right
now? Something has to be done.”
Having been in the community for nearly two
decades, Lease said he apparently has a big reach
in Tahoe. He said his initial social media post was
almost a joke, but he soon realized many people
were feeling the same way. Other locals started
making signs and planning a protest near the
roundabout on U.S Highway 50 in Meyers where
a majority of tourists file into town.
Now, “Roundabout Rally” protests are planned
for 4 p.m. Friday and 9 a.m. Sunday at four locations around Lake Tahoe — Tahoe City, Meyers, Incline Village and Kings Beach — and in
Truckee.
Lease believes the city of South Lake Tahoe
is not properly handling tourism and the traffic
issues that coincide.
“Money is more important than locals and we
are seeing it firsthand,” he said. “They are not
fixing the problem, they are raising more.”

‘WE CAN’T LOCK EVERYONE OUT’
Lease said people are flocking to the Basin
because most parts of the other states are closed
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SHOP LOCAL 4

GREAT SUMMER SAVINGS

12047 Donner Pass Rd.,
12
Truckee
T
530-550-0110
searshometownstores.com

Facebook.com/Sears Hometown Store Truckee CA
Some exclusions apply - see store for details.
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My pet jay

F

ive months of daily
communication with
‘Huckleberry’ has
paid dividends. We
are now fast friends. Huck
was born a couple years ago
right here on my deck, and in
fact, he fledged straight into a
sleeping bag I placed for him
on the driveway below.
Estranged from his three
siblings, he has not strayed
far from home. He wakes me
in the morning, accompanies
me to the beach in the afternoon, and bids goodnight before flying off to his lodgepole
lodging at sunset.
So why has Huck taken to
me? It’s not my personality,
nor the Mark Twain stories I
tell him each day, though he
does like, “The Blue Jay Yarn,”
and he laughs out loud at this
line, “Oh, a jay is everything
a man is. He loves gossip &
scandal, and he knows when
he’s an ass, just as well as you
do, maybe better.”
No, it comes down to two
precious little words, “Beer
Nuts.” Not unlike me, Huck
is in love with Beer Nuts. Of
course I have to peel them
and get the salt off them
before whistling, “Don’t Get
Around Much Anymore,”
which is his breakfast, lunch
and dinner bell.
You should see the antics
he goes through to amuse
me while I prepare his half
of a Beer Nut. He has even
learned how to dance. Yes,
he will hop on one foot and
do the Macarena, or at least
his version of the Macarena,
and puff-out his chest like
he’s Winston Churchill about
to aver, “Never give in!” It
makes me laugh to watch
him perform, and my laughter serves to inspire a second

McAvoy
Layne
Pine Nuts

and sometimes a third act.
I wish you could watch him
go through his antics. He has
this little cow-lick that waves
around as he snaps his head
from side to side, and he really knows how to work that
cow-lick. It’s enough to make
a cast-iron dog laugh.
I think I might like to
come back in my next life as
a jay, and make a friend of
a human being who has a
limitless supply of Beer Nuts.
But then I got to wondering,
what if that wish were to
come true? What if that wish
already has come true, and
Huck is me from a former
life? Well then it’s no longer
any wonder that he’s such a
lousy dancer. And it’s no longer any wonder that he has
a cow-lick just like mine on
most mornings.
By the same token, was
it any wonder that I put a
sleeping bag down on the
driveway for him to fledge
into, and is it any wonder
that I peel his Beer Nuts for
him, and remove the salt before laying them out for him
to relish. He just could be … a
mini-me.
Well, don’t laugh, we all
have our little eccentricities to
help us over the rough-spots
during this infernal pandemic, and my Huckleberry
friend just happens to be one
of mine …
Learn more about McAvoy
Layne at http://www.
ghostoftwain.com
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And it was just two years
ago that the Tahoe Environmental Research Center
first measured microplastics
in the beach sand lining
Lake Tahoe, the same year
the Desert Research Institute discovered microplastics in the lake water itself.
This year, the 2019 State
of the Lake reported visibility measurements averaging
only 62.7 feet.
Despite images of crystal
clear water displayed on
Instagram, printed on postcards and in fine art hanging on living room walls, the
science shows Lake Tahoe
isn’t as clean as it looks.
“It’s shocking, I had no
idea it was so bad,” said
Cathy Norris of Crystal Bay.
Dave Norhand of Tahoe
City said, “I didn’t know
Tahoe had issues.”
Both Norris and Norhand
have lived near the water’s
edge for nearly 30 years,
but those “issues” have been
invisible to an untrained
naked eye. What has been
visible in the last decade is
the increase in the amount
of litter.

MORE PEOPLE,
MORE TRASH

In 2011, anywhere from
3 million to 5 million
people visited Lake Tahoe.
The number varies when
looking at data from the
Forest Service, the EPA, or
various tourism groups. A
detailed report provided by
the Tahoe Prosperity Center
takes some of the same
data points and combines
them with new cell phone
data gathered by the Tahoe
Transportation District,
Caltrans data and Nevada
DOT data.
In 2017, they came up
with some very different
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Kings Beach Clean Vibes Crew is a group of community members who saw a problem
with the way their beach was being left by visitors. Their goal is to be the change they
want to see in their community.
numbers.
Tahoe Prosperity Center
estimated there could be as
many as 60 million people
entering the Tahoe basin
each year. Splitting up this
data, an estimated 18.5 to
22 million shows most are
likely tourists and second
homeowners and the rest
are split among work, business and local travel.
These visitors have likely
brought a few water bottles
along for their trip. Based
on U.S. plastic bottle use
alone, the amount of single-use plastics is increasing
at a rate of more than 5%
each year.
Colin West has seen plastics pile up.
While organizing beach
cleanups in Belize, where
garbage was often tucked
away from the eyes of tourism, West said, “walk to an
unknown parcel of land on
the beach and you’d be 10
feet deep in plastic bottles.”
Comparatively to Central
America, “it doesn’t look
that dirty in Tahoe.”
That’s largely due to the
ongoing efforts of people
who rally together to clean
Big Blue’s and Donner
Lake’s beaches.
In 2016 posts documenting the litter issue and the
increase in visitors became a
regular occurrence on social
media, some accompanied
by images of abandoned
garbage, overflowing trash
bins, large household items
left on street corners or in
empty lots and mama bears
teaching their babies how to
dumpster dive.
And when the snow
melts, and when it rains,
much of the filth flows onto
the beaches or into the lake.

At the sight of such trash
piling up, it didn’t take long
for locals to take action.

EXPANDING THE EFFORT
After about a year of
documenting complaints
and getting nowhere when
contacting local officials,
Court Leve said he started
the Truckee Tahoe Litter
Group and rallied the State
Parks, North Tahoe Public
Utility District and other
local agencies. He organized a meeting to ask hard
questions about why litter
is an ongoing issue and
what can be done. What
was discovered was that
several open maintenance
positions remained vacant
across multiple agencies
and one possible reason,
wages weren’t high enough
to attract workers.
Through multiple Facebook groups, people posting
photos of trash piles learned
they weren’t alone in their
cleanup efforts. Many locals
carry bags with them and
regularly clean up the streets
while walking their dog or
heading to the post office.
In 2018, Colin West realized the “official” Tahoe
cleanups, run by various
local jurisdictions each year
just weren’t enough. West
began organizing regular
beach cleanups in Kings
Beach.
Through that effort, West
noticed garbage in the
shallow waters and shared
a turning point, “I heard
about a cleanup that was
happening, it was a scuba
cleanup, and they pulled
600 pounds of garbage
from Bonsai rock. I was just
blown away! I was like Oh
my gosh, I thought Tahoe

was really clean in comparison, but it must not be.”
This changed his focus from
on the beach to under the
water.
Clean Up The Lake, fronted by West, began cleanups
in Lake Tahoe this year, but
because of COVID-19 had
to postpone completing the
circumnavigation of Lake
Tahoe.
Clean Up The Lake’s new
partners, 12-year-old Ella
Hoyer and her 10-year-old
sister, Olivia, now organize
weekly cleanup crews at
Donner Lake and assist in
pivoting West’s focus from
Lake Tahoe.
“Ella was that final kick
in the butt to get up to Donner,” said West.
West helped the Hoyers navigate the politics
involved in getting cleanup
stewardship signs approved
for the 37 public docks on
Donner Lake. He laughed
in saying, “She was my boss
for a bit. I was like Ella; how
do you like the sign? ‘Well,
you need to change this and
this,’ I’m like ‘Yes ma’am!”
West said, raising his hand
and saluting.
Ella presented her idea to
Clean Up The Lake Board
of Directors and West confessed, “I don’t think I’ve ever
cried in front of the Board of
Directors, but I did definitely
get tears welling up in both
eyes watching Ella just totally kill it at 12 years old.”

ASKING PEOPLE TO
‘BE THE CHANGE’
The litter issues have
been escalating as visitors keep congregating
on the beach amidst the
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COVID-19 pandemic. Some
recent Facebook posts
displayed the escalating
tensions:
Jennifer Siren Kallmens wrote, “Why are our
state parks not monitored
by rangers who can fine
people?”
“Na it’s cool there’s more
of us who care than the
people who litter,” Bombi
Bombay wrote. “I’ve met
hella likeminded folks these
days doing our own beach
patrols. ‘Be the change you
wish to see.’”
Sean “Chango” O’Brian
started Monday morning
Kings Beach Clean Vibes.
“I see the battles back and
forth on social media and
when you tell people what to
do it’s not always as effective
as leading people and showing people this is what we
can do,” Chango said.
Kings Beach Clean Vibes
Crew is a group of community members who saw a
problem with the way their
beach was being left by visitors. Rather than be upset
about it, they decided to lead

by example. Their goal is to
be the change they want to
see in their community.
In Truckee, Erica Mertens
Recycling Program Manager, Town of Truckee noticed
more community interest
in keeping things clean. She
said, “We have a very unique
community, a very engaged
community,” and in the 4
1/2 years she’s been with the
town, “that’s the thing I’ve
seen change the most.”
Kings Beach Clean Vibes
Crew cleanup is 8-10 a.m.
every Monday at Kings
Beach State Recreation
Area, fueled by doughnuts
and coffee.
Truckee Litter Corps
(TLC), cleanups happen
the first Saturday of each
month. Volunteers meet
at a designated location
beginning at 8 a.m. to pick
up T-shirts and get instructions. The North Tahoe
Clean Team Facebook group
also posts local cleanup
efforts.
More information on the
Clean Up the Lake group
is available on its Facebook
group, or by filling out a
form on its website www.
cleanupthelake.org.

FORECAST

PROTEST

Donating to Adopt A
Mile, will support Clean Up
the Lake’s 72-mile scuba
cleanup of Tahoe.
A GoFundMe page that
went live July 3 affords
Clean Up the Lake’s work on
Donner Lake and will help
the Hoyer girls install anti-litter signs on each of the
lake’s 37 public piers. Funds
left over from installing
the signs will be spent on
extending the underwater
cleanup of the lake.
“Ella built out a calendar
for all the docks at Donner,”
Ella and Olivia’s mom, Debbie Hoyer said. “We supply
buckets (so we don’t use
plastic bags) and the grabbers for their clean up that
day. She makes sure that
the volunteers are rotating
through the docks evenly,
so all areas get picked up.
We have been trying to keep
the shore cleanup effort
amongst our close circle
of friends and families as
opening this up to the public
could become a bear of a
project for Ella.”

From page A1

and Tahoe is accommodating these people. He believes
this is making it difficult for
locals.
“We can’t lock everyone out,” said Chris Fiore
communications manager
for South Lake Tahoe. “We
recognize people from out
of town view Tahoe is a safe
haven.”
He said the city also hears
concerns of people seeing
tourists coming in droves
into the Basin.
Fiore said city officials
realize that trash is an issue
in Tahoe and they are collaborating with other agencies
to work on it. During a city
council meeting on Aug. 11,
there was discussion about
the trash problem and partnering with South Tahoe
Refuse and the Public Works
Department. Fiore said that
if people are going to come
to Tahoe, they need to give it
the respect it deserves.
“People are going to show
up and it is important to get
them to realize that this is
the place we call home,” he
said. “People should leave

Michelle Gartner is a
freelance writer who lives in
Kings Beach.

TODAY'S FORECAST MAP

Today

Precip Chance: 10%

97 / 60

86 50
Saturday

Partly Cloudy

Grass
Valley
96 / 71

Precip Chance: 15%

Truckee
86 / 50

Sunday

Partly Cloudy

Precip Chance: 20%

87 52
Monday

Mostly Cloudy

Precip Chance: 20%

86 50
Tuesday

Mostly Sunny

Precip Chance: 20%

Wednesday

Sunny

Precip Chance: 20%

84 48
Thursday

Partly Cloudy

Precip Chance: 0%

85 50

Yosemite N.P.

Stockton
107 / 76

85 49

Las Vegas
110 / 86

104 / 75

FORECAST DISCUSSION

Today we will see mostly sunny skies with a high temperature
of 86°, humidity of 28%. South southeast wind 1 to 5 mph. The
record high temperature for today is 95° set in 1998. Expect
clear skies tonight with an overnight low of 50°. Light winds.
The record low for tonight is 25° set in 1974.

NATIONAL OUTLOOK
Today
Hi Lo W
Albuquerque 98 66 pc
Anchorage
69 51 mc
Baltimore
85 70 sh
Boise
88 59 s
Boston
81 66 pc
Chicago
84 69 pc
Cleveland
85 70 mc
Dallas
104 81 s
Denver
96 62 s
Detroit
87 69 pc
Fairbanks
71 49 pc
Fresno
105 78 s

CITY

Tomorrow
Hi Lo W
100 63 pc
73 52 s
83 69 t
94 65 s
75 64 mc
84 69 t
83 70 t
103 80 s
93 62 s
83 69 mc
74 50 pc
108 77 pc

Sunday
Hi Lo W
98 65 pc
74 53 s
79 70 t
100 69 pc
79 66 mc
84 66 pc
82 68 t
102 80 pc
92 61 t
84 65 t
75 51 s
106 79 pc

Today
Hi Lo W
Honolulu
89 74 sh
Houston
98 78 pc
Las Vegas
110 86 s
Los Angeles
95 72 s
Miami
89 82 t
Minneapolis
88 63 t
New Orleans 91 78 sh
New York
84 71 t
Oklahoma City 99 74 s
Palm Springs 115 91 s
Philadelphia
84 70 t
Phoenix
115 89 s

CITY

no trace. It is dangerous
for wildlife and dangerous
to the environment when
trash is left behind. It is
unacceptable.”
The city has implemented
the ambassador program
to hand out masks around
town and partnered with
local agencies for marketing
campaigns.
“During this crisis the city
has gone above and beyond
to keep people safe, keep
Tahoe safe and keep Tahoe
open,” he said.
Fiore said that the governor’s travel ban is still in
place and that if people see
egregious violations that
they should call the police’s
non-emergency line.
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The higher the UV index, the greater amount of skin
and eye protection that is needed.

Tomorrow
Hi Lo W
88 75 sh
98 79 pc
112 88 s
97 72 s
89 81 t
80 62 t
91 78 sh
82 70 pc
96 73 pc
117 90 s
82 69 mc
114 89 s

Sunday
Hi Lo W
89 73 sh
100 79 pc
112 88 pc
95 70 pc
88 81 t
80 58 s
92 79 t
80 70 t
94 70 pc
117 89 s
79 69 t
113 89 pc

0

Good

Lease said for protestors
should bring their own signs
but urges people to make
sure they are tasteful and
respectful to tourists.
Some of the signs will
include “NO SCHOOL =
NO TOURISM” “DON’T
TRASH OUR HOME” and
“TAKE YOUR TRASH
WITH YOU.”
“I want this (protest)
to reach (Gov.) Newsom,”
Lease said. “Either open us
all up or shut us all down
completely.”
Cheyanne Neuffer is a staff
writer for the Tahoe Daily
Tribune, a sister publication
of the Sierra Sun based
in South Lake Tahoe.

ALMANAC

AIR QUALITY

Reno
95 / 65

Incline Village Silver Springs
93 / 70
79 / 61
Tahoe City
Carson City
82 / 59
95 / 60
Homewood
Glenbrook
85 / 62
81 / 59
Meeks Bay
Minden / Gardnerville
South
Placerville 85 / 62
92 / 55
Lake Tahoe
100 / 75
79 / 58
Sacramento
106 / 74
Hawthorne
96 / 69

88 51

“Roundabout Rally” protests are planned for 4 p.m.
today and 9 a.m. Sunday at four locations around Lake
Tahoe — Tahoe City, Meyers, Incline Village and Kings
Beach — and in Truckee.

TODAY'S UV INDEX
Lovelock

Mostly Sunny

MIKE PERON/TAHOE DAILY TRIBUNE

Readings through 8/12 from the
Truckee Airport

Temperature

Wednesday
Normal
Record
Last year

High
81
83
95 in 1935
85

Low
34
40
26 in 1909
38

Moderate Sensitive Unhealthy
50
100
150
200
Pollutant particulate matter

LAKES AND RIVERS

Storage in Capacity

Location:
acre feet
% full
Topaz Lake
18,720
30%
Donner Lake
8,241
84%
Stampede Res.
128,300
56%
Lake Tahoe Elevation: 6,227.25

Flow Normal Height

Precipitation

Wednesday's
Month to date
Normal month to date
Year to date
Normal year to date

(cfps) (cfps) (feet)
American R.
ab. Fair Oaks, CA
2,450 3,020
7.93
East Walker R.
ab. Strosnider Dam
58.6
201
2.65
E. Fork Carson R.
bl. Markleeville Cr.
53.6
136
2.71
Upper Truckee R.
near Truckee
306
307
2.32

Today
Saturday

FIRE DANGER

Moon Phases

Lake Tahoe Basin

Low
Moderate
High
Very High
Extreme

Today
Tomorrow Sunday
Hi Lo W Hi Lo W Hi Lo W
Portland, OR 86 60 s 90 68 s 98 65 s
Salt Lake City 96 67 s 97 67 s 98 69 s
San Diego
83 70 s 83 71 pc 83 70 s
San Francisco 82 63 s 80 62 s 75 61 pc
Seattle
76 57 s 81 60 s 89 64 pc
Tucson
110 81 s 109 81 s 109 80 pc
Washington
85 70 sh 82 69 t 80 70 t

ROAD CONDITIONS
Nevada: 1-877-687-6237
California in state: 1-800-427-7623
Out of state: 1-916-445-7623

Sunrise

Sunset

6:13 a.m.
6:14 a.m.

7:56 p.m.
7:55 p.m.

Moonrise

Moonset

1:33 a.m.
2:21 a.m.

4:49 p.m.
5:46 p.m.

Tahoe Nat. Forest

Low
Courtsey of the
Moderate
U.S. Forest
Service
Camino
High
Interagency
Very High
Emergency
Extreme Command Center.

CITY

Today
Saturday

0.00"
0.07"
0.18"
1.79"
19.12"

New
8/18

First
8/25

Full
9/2

For latest weather updates:

Last
9/10

www.UpdatedWx.com/SS

